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FAIR NAME:

CLASS: _    (Example: Small Fair = Class 1) DIVISION: ______

a) What was the goal? Define the challenge/ problem/target audience and explain what you

were trying to accomplish.

b) How did you achieve the goal?  What steps were taken to solve the problem or

accomplish the goal? Who was involved in the project? Include any working relationships

with other agencies/groups.

c) What were the results? Include tangible and quantifiable benefits such as financial,

public or media awareness and attendance. Use percentages when applicable.



 



 



 



PDF Entry Information

Notes:

Exhibitor Name:   Adrenna Alkhas 

WEN:   727C40 

Division:   Section 2 - Innovation & Managemen 

Class:   17 New Sponsorship Program 

Title:   Stan Co Fair Sponsors 

Description:   Stanislaus County Fair brought in more innovative sponsors to cross promote the Fair. 


	FAIR NAME: Stanislaus County Fair
	CLASS: 3
	DIVISION: 17
	GOAL: The goal with Lowe’s as the Guest Services sponsor was to build new guests services booth during Fair to provide our guests with better customer service.  
	ACHIEVE: We achieved this goal by presenting our idea to Lowe’s and once they agreed to build it, they provided us with sketches of the booth and the design.  Lowe’s started building the booth in April 2017 and was complete by end of June 2017.  The booth had more lighting inside; wiring for computer capabilities; electrical outlets so guests may charge their mobile devices on the side of the booth and have shelving storage inside and outside of the booth.  Lowe’s also provided a small air conditioning unit for our staff as well as installing a fan on the ceiling. The new guest services booth was more inviting with the colors and customer friendly with the panel doors open and providing outlets to charge mobile devices.  Our staff was happier with the air conditioning being installed.  To make transactions better for guests who were picking up kids club bags, we had a laptop connected to our google docs and we were able to work efficiently with guest services staff and the marketing staff by working through the google document LIVE and determine which guests had picked up their Kids Club Bags.  Highlighting those who picked up the bags and entering new kids club members made it a lot easier this year and quicker.  Guests did not have to wait in line too long to sign up and guest services staff did not have to radio us in to see if the guest had picked up a bag or not.  Lowe’s provided this service as an in-donation estimated value was $12,000.  We promoted the guest services booth as the “Lowe’s Guest Services Booth.”  All collateral and banners on the booth had the Lowe’s logo; our map had the Lowe’s logo; and Lowe’s was always tagged in any social media mentions.
	RESULTS: Our guests found the guest services booth to be more user friendly and they were able to locate it better because of the colors and lighting provided during the night.  Our kids club program exceeded more than expected with over 900 families picking up kids club bags from guest services, where as last year we only have 600 families pick up kids club bags.


